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Wall Surface treatment- I love this wall treatment and part of this house, it feels 
very homey and lived in. I’m not sure I think the walls would have a surface 
treatment but for the assignment I think it would be something like this.



Floor- I imagined them to have very simple hardwood floor similar to 
this, maybe a darker wood but I think this is perfect.



Window-I think for this window I want to make it just one big window instead of 
the five. 



Door- I wanted to pick a door that was simple but I kept finding doors that 
all looked the same and it was a bit too simple. I think this door is a good 
in-between.



Wall mounted lights- This was very hard, I couldn’t find anything other than ceiling 
fan lights or lamps. I’d design these to be a bit simpler, just holder and bulb no 
fancy ornamentation to make it go along with everything else. 



Moulding- I wanted the moulding to also be simple, I’m thinking I want moulding 
on the top and bottom of the wall. I’ll scratch the moulding running along the 
windows.



All in all, I wanted the home to feel lived in and I want it to be simple, nothing 
fancy. In the script it said the house was past her prime, in my images things look 
sleek but if I were to actually do this design everything would be more worn and 
lived in. I think i’d go for a dark colored wood throughout the interior of the house. 
My images are from realtor.com and zillow, I wanted to look at houses that are 
actually being sold. However a lot of the more worn down houses had pictures full 
of trash or not many pictures of the inside. I want to make it as real as possible.


